Replicability of findings is the key factor of scientific reliability. However, literature on 23 this topic is scarce and apparently taboo for large scientific areas. Some authors named 24 the failure to reproduce scientific findings 'replication crisis'. Geometric 25 morphometrics, a vastly used technique, is especially silent on replication crisis 26 concern. Nevertheless, some works pointed out that sharing morphogeometric 27 information is not a trivial fact, but need to be careful and meticulous. Here, we 28 investigated the replicability of geometric morphometrics protocols on complex shapes 29 and measurement error extension in three different types of taxa, as well as the 30 potentiality of these protocols to discriminate among closely related species. We found 31 a wide range of replication error that contributed from 19.5% to 60% of the total 32 variation. Although, measurement error decreased with the complexity of the quantified 33 shape, it often maintained high values. All protocols were able to discriminate between 34 species, but more morphogeometric information does not imply better performance. We 35 present evidence of replication crisis in life sciences and highlight the need to explore in 36 deep different sources of variation that could lead to low replicability findings. Lastly, 37 we enunciate some recommendations in order to improve the replicability and reliability 38 of scientific findings.
Introduction 45 46 The so-called replication crisis is a hot topic in specialized journals of statistics and 47 psychology [1, 2] and a new field to explore for biologists [3] . The meaning of 48 'replication crisis', in broad sense, is associated with the failure to reproduce results of 49 studies. However, most scientific researches never attempt to replicate results, possibly 50 because -fed by the 'publish or perish' dogma -most scientific journals have within 51 their scopes explicit policies against publishing replication studies [4] . Non-replicability 52 leads to lack of reliability in scientific findings because it compromises our belief on the 53 generality of scientific theories. 54 Publication bias, questionable research practice (QRP) and over-confidence on null 55 hypothesis significance test (NHST) are bad practices that affect replicability without 56 threatening the generality of scientific facts [2, 5] . In addition to the rejection of 57 replication articles, the strong tendency to publish only significant results is the second 58 factor that influences publication bias [6, 7, 8] . QRP refers to a set of post-hoc decisions 59 that include: data point exclusion to improve statistical significance, stopping data 60 collection because results show significant differences, no report of parameters that 61 were statistically non-significant, among others [3] . 62 The NHST and the p-value thresholds are the current paradigms for research, 63 publication and discovery in biological and social sciences [9, 10] . This set of ideas 64 leads to several mistakes and could be the cause of publication bias and QRPs. Among 65 the main mistakes we can mention: the dichotomization of results into "significant" and 66 "no significant"; focus only on significant results even when they are irrelevant (e.g. 67 descriptive statistics); ignore other evidence such as magnitude of effect; several 68 misinterpretations of p-value; and the implausibility of null hypothesis when the effects 69 are small, because the possibilities of systematic bias and variation due to highly 70 variable measurements could result in similar small effects [11, 12] . 71 Measurement error (ME) is an uncontrolled variation that could aggravate the 72 replication crisis [1]. Given its random nature, ME is frequently associated with noise 73 around the true values. Thus, if an effect is found in a noisy statistical environmental, 74 then it is logical to think that the actual effect is really strong [13] . However, effect size 75 estimation can be exaggerated and the outcomes can result biased by a poor 76 measurement [1, 14] . 77 Geometric morphometric is a simple technic to quantify, identify and describe shapes 78 independently of size. Thus, three steps are necessary to obtain morphometric data: 79 photograph the object, placement of landmarks (or outliner contours) in anatomical 80 positions and superimposition of these points [15, 16] . There are a few dozens of 81 articles that help geometric morphometric operators to guide and improve their analysis 82 [17, 18, 19, 20] and at least 21,500 articles that made use of this technique (according to 83 a brief search in Academic Google). However, little is known about the source of 84 variation that could generate spurious results [21, 22, 23, 24] . 85 In this sense, Fruciano (2016) reviewed the common sources of error in geometric 86 morphometrics with emphasis on ME. He enunciated different forms to assess ME and 87 concluded that researchers have to take into account certain considerations that 88 compromise accurate measurement, e.g. effort invested in digitalization of images [25] , 89 trade-off between sample size and specimen quality [21, 26] , maintenance of 90 coplanarity in 3D structure [27] , among others. In complex shapes, several conflictive 91 points could lead to overinflate ME due to low accuracy landmarks [28] or high 92 landmarking bias [29] . Moreover, a good treatment of conflictive points could be the 93 cornerstone to increase replicability in geometric morphometrics [30] . 94 The term complex shapes refer to certain configurations where the placement of 95 landmarks is not trivial. In this regard, Bookstein (1991) described type I, II and III 96 landmarks according to a scale from more to less clarity of the anatomical point, 97 respectively [31] . Several authors reported that type III landmarks are clearly associated 98 with high ME [29, 32, 33, 34] . Given that the analytical procedure is the same for these 99 types of landmarks and that this distinction has a strong subjective or arbitrary character 100 (35), several articles do not make use of this distinction. On the other hand, following 101 the aim to describe complex shapes, curves or contour are more suitable because point-102 to-point homology is hard to ensure [36, 37] . However, no measurement technique is 103 error free. In fact, there is a positive relationship between the number of semilandmarks 104 used to describe a curve and the ME [38] . Therefore, there is a trade-off between the 105 ME and the potential of description in these techniques. 106 Here, we carry out the first study to analyze the extent of replication crisis in life 107 sciences using geometric morphometrics, which is a widely used tool in biology and 108 anthropology. Different spurious (later called extrinsic) sources of variation were 109 analyzed. In this sense, the principal aim of this work was to quantify these sources of 110 variation through different geometric morphometric methods in lizards and discuss the 111 principal implications for biological inferences. Additionally, we evaluated how ME 112 extend to other taxa (a fly and a plant) and assess the potentiality of each geometric 113 morphometric method to describe and discriminate among closely related species. 114 Finally, we advocate the use of a clear and solid statistic framework without falling into 115 the apparent need of QRP or NHST in order to respond these aims. The following three designs were developed in order to address three different 122 objectives: The first objective was to analyze different factors that may affect 123 replication. To address this, 25 photographs of male lizards Liolaemus elongatus were 124 mirrored and then landmarked/outlined each side twice by five operators: among-125 operators design. The second objective was to estimate ME across three very different voucher numbers, collection locality and other data on appendix 1). 135 We took dorsal photographs of the head of each specimen using a Canon 1000D camera 136 mounted in a fixed tripod. For flies, we removed left wing, mounted them on slides with 137 DPX and photographed them at 40x magnification using a digital camera attached to a 138 microscope (Nikon E200). To characterize the shape, we placed landmarks in four For each of the three designs, we developed five morphometric protocols: two 149 landmark-only protocols with six and ten landmarks for lizards and leaves and ten and 150 fifteen landmarks for flies (P-L and F-L protocols for partial-landmark and full-151 landmark respectively); two semilandmark protocols [37], both starting from the same 152 P-L configuration, with one and two curves (P-S and F-S protocols for partial-153 semilandmark and full-semilandmark respectively). In both cases, partial protocols (P-L 154 and P-S) were less time expensive and could explain more stable and homologous 155 configuration but less explanatory power than full protocols (F-L and F-S). It should be 156 noted that the partial methods are a subset of full methods. Lastly, we used a contour 157 protocol, a novelty in herpetological research. 158 We examined one-side morphologies except in the cases of lizards' contours in the It is simple to predict that the placement of more points implies more processing time. 190 For this reason, we employed a linear regression between processing time and centroid 191 size. Centroid size is more suitable to explain processing time than the simple sum of We found extrinsic variation with all five protocols considering the first PC that 224 explains the greatest morphological variation (Fig 1) . While the contour protocol had 225 the best performance (highest sources of intrinsic variation and smallest sources of 226 extrinsic variation), the other protocols showed a trade-off among different sources of 227 variation. In this sense, both partial protocols showed the highest levels of variation 228 among operators and explained very similar intrinsic variation with a greater uncertainty 229 in P-S protocol. Full protocols explained more intrinsic variation than the previous, 230 where F-S protocol captured more extrinsic variation than F-L protocol. As a good 231 proxy of measurement bias, we found high levels of operator*specimen variation in F-L 232 protocol due to the consistent placement of two conflictive landmarks on some 233 specimens ( Fig S1.a) . 234 Replication error was always greater than ME for all protocols (see PC1 in Fig 2) . More 235 than half of the total variation was explained by replication factors in P-L protocol 236 (56.7%), closely followed by F-L and P-S with almost half of the total variation (48% 237 and 47.7%, respectively). In contrast, replication error contributed 30.4% of mean 238 variation to the whole model in F-S and remarkably less in contour protocol (19.6%). 239 Nevertheless, ME explained no negligible variation in all protocols. In this sense, P-S 240 expressed noticeably greater variation of ME (19.5%) than contour protocol (9.5%), 241 whereas P-L, F-L and F-S showed similar variation (14.4%, 12.4% and 14.2%, 242 respectively). 243 Given all PCs analyzed, contour protocol maintained lowest mean values of extrinsic 244 variation (Fig 2) . More than 60% of the total variation was explained by extrinsic 245 factors in the first three PCs of the P-S protocol. In F-S protocol, the first and third PCs 246 showed smaller extrinsic variation than the others. Both P-L and F-L protocols 247 improved the levels of extrinsic variation through the PCs, however high levels of 248 operator*specimen variation were found in PC2 of the former protocol ( Fig S2) , due to 249 a consistent bias on some specimens (Fig S1.b) .
251
Across-taxa design 252 253 This design exposed at least three clear patterns (Fig 3) . First and more conspicuous, 254 ME variation resulted highest in lizards, followed by flies and finally leaves (the 255 averages of the ME variation weighted by the morphological variation explained by 256 each PC were 28.2%, 9.8% and 2.6%, respectively). In particular, the protocol with 257 greatest ME contributed 57.3%, 19.8% and 7.6% to the total variation while the 258 protocol with smallest ME contributed 15%, 11.3% and 1.5% to the total variation in 259 lizards, flies and leaves respectively. Thereby, we found a wide range of ME dependent 260 on both taxa and protocol, meaning that some protocols are more suitable for one taxon 261 than other. 262 Second, as we expected, processing time was longest in protocols with more points 263 (understanding points as a number of landmarks plus semilandmarks), i.e. the 264 processing time for all taxa follows from longer to smaller: F-S, P-S, F-L and P-S. 265 Indeed, we found a positive correlation between processing time and specimen size 266 across protocols (excluding contour protocol for the analysis, Fig S3) . 267 Third and more interesting, contour protocol showed an independent pattern of All protocols were able to discriminate between species more or less clearly (Table 1) . 277 In this sense, both semilandmark protocols presented highly clear differences among 278 species with a slightly better performance in the partial protocol. However, the 279 morphological information explained by these protocols resulted redundant ( Fig S1c) 280 and more time expensive in the full protocol. The landmark protocols also showed 281 highly clear differences among species, but each protocol explained dissimilar 282 morphological information ( Fig S1d) . It is critical to point out that main differences 283 between species for PC1 of F-L protocol were due to changes on the same conflictive 284 landmarks that were found that strongly biased the among-operators design ( Fig S1a) . 285 Contrastingly, the differences among species found by contour protocol were slightly 286 less clear than the previous mentioned, indeed it was necessary to seek in more than 2 287 PC axes. We analyzed several factors of replication error and ME in geometric morphometrics, 300 and also the potentiality of each developed protocol. We found worrying levels of 301 extrinsic variation across the whole study, highlighting the need of in depth inquiry on 302 replication crisis in life sciences. Moreover, we have shown that conformational 303 changes with a high risk of measurement bias might exaggerate the true morphological 304 differences, further aggravating concern about replication crisis. 305 In addition, little is known about the reproducibility of geometric morphometrics 306 results, much less how the decision making impacts on these results. Fagertun et al 307 (2014) [30] reported that the operator variation was associated to particular landmarks 308 (also reported by [28, 61, 62] ) and that such variation resulted similar to variation 309 among individuals. However, what they called error term (it was not the ME by model [64] found that highest variation was attributable to inter-operator factor. In agreement 313 with these last three works, we show that the replication error (i.e. inter-operator 314 factors) was always greater than ME, and that in most cases, the total extrinsic variation 315 resulted greater than intrinsic variation. A clear operational conclusion should be 316 digitizing on original images by one operator rather than utilizing data sets developed 317 by more than one operator [63, 64] . Moreover, replication factors accounted for at least 318 19% of the total variation and rose to almost 60% in the less replicable protocol. In this Measurement error is a widely studied issue in the scientific literature and a concern for 333 a large percentage of publications [14] . Some authors predict that with technological 334 advances, ME would probably become a less frequent problem but the large amount of the key factor of the ME levels found here, because the intersection of them is not clear. 340 By last, leaves had high specimen variation and clear positions to landmarks or 341 contours. 342 Another key factor in deciding how to digitize samples is the processing time. Despite 343 the fact that this factor resulted similar among each protocol and taxon, the contour 344 protocol showed a distinctive pattern: the processing time was positively correlated with 345 size and complexity. prefer to focus their efforts on expanding their dataset. Fourth, select a method that has 375 a high quality-processing time ratio. Sometimes, long processing time can enhance the 376 ME. Fifth, complex forms do not necessarily need complex landmarks conformation. 377 We have shown that there are not many differences between the "resolution" of partial 378 and full protocols, but the latter needs considerable more processing time. Sixth, be 379 careful (or be Bayesian) when the underlying effect is small and sampling error is large, 380 because experiments that achieve statistical significance must have exaggerated effect 381 sizes and are likely to have the wrong sign [77] . 382 Overall, our results call researchers to reflect on their conclusions' extent and what this 383 implies, for instance, in the widespread discourse of scientific truth and scientific unity 384 [78] . Moreover, this problem could get worse if we take into account some of the 385 current proclamations about the role of subjectivity in the scientist's tasks, for example 386 the criticism developed by Garnett and Christidis (2017) [79] on the arbitrariness of 387 taxonomy (but see [80, 81, 82] ). We invite other researchers to repeat this kind of assay 388 in their disciplines to understand how deep is the crisis of replication in the natural 389 sciences. 
